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Â Put aside some spare time and enjoy solving some Sunday/weekend-sized puzzles!Â Each of

these weekend-sized puzzles each features a fabulous theme. Originally part of the Uptown Puzzle

Club series, these crosswords are crafted and edited by the best in the business. Also, the back of

the book contains fun facts that shed some light on select answers.Â 
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I'll be posting all of this review on the following sites (i.e., all in this series currently published by

12/11): Walk in the Park Sunday, Three-day Weekend, Sunny Sunday, Weekend Getaway, and

Sunday Brunch. The facts are:1) printed on very good quality paper2) one puzzle plus clues per

page3) print and squares large enough for older eyes4) individual leafs -- a puzzle on each side --

easily ripped from spiral binding5) superb editing: as far as I can remember, absolutely no typos6)

hardly any gratuitously obscure clues: everything fair and above boardNow to the opinion: Just in

case a crossword puzzle in any book or newspaper might be too easy, I work the puzzle as a sort of

Scrabble; i.e., I can start the puzzle anywhere, but must play off existing words only and can't begin

again elsewhere on the puzzle until I'm absolutely stumped and can no longer play off what I have

already written in. (Yes, I use ink.) I estimate that I became "stumped" in fewer than one out of five

puzzles. I do not consider these especially easy, but neither are they terribly difficult. Perhaps a few

are challenging. Some have clever gimmicks. Just about every one is fun. These are top quality,

well-edited, fair play, medium difficulty crossword puzzles.



I've never enjoyed a series of crossword books this much. "Sunny Sunday" is my second Leslie

Billig puzzle book and I intend to order every book that bears her name. The puzzles are difficult

and challenging, but not impossible to complete. Each puzzle has its own theme and personality

and none of those ridiculous clues, like "Tasmanian beetle." Be prepared for a few chuckles in each

puzzle, such as when the answer to "small flower" turns out to be "creek."

As I have become a regular buyer of crossword puzzle books, I have noticed that this book, and I

assume the similar series, has challenging but doable puzzles, quality binding and really nice paper.

I didn't notice how beneficial it was to have nice paper until I got this book. Now I have become a

paper snob and have ordered several more of this series. I highly recommend.

Purchased a number of these crossword puzzle books and loved each one. Definitely not easy,

some are hard. Once you figure out the theme, it goes better. I have done all of them. Need more. I

do have one gripe...concerning 007 and his drink. Read the books, he orders a vodka martini stirred

NOT SHAKEN. All martinis are shaken unless otherwise specified, Otherwise, loved the books.

These are the BEST. I like a crossword puzzle book which is spiral bound. I also like that the pages

are white and not that newspaper type. The answers are conveniently located and I think I've

bought every one in the series.Hours and hours of fun.

These are impossible crossword puzzles. I have an advanced degree and have worked crosswords

for over 20 years but I find these tedious and extremely difficult. Maybe I'm just getting dumb!

I love these puzzles by Leslie Billig. I go through them like water, and order at least every couple of

weeks. The construction and paper quality is superb.
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